Dots & Boxes

Two players take turns connecting dots with a vertical or horizontal line. Complete a box and earn a point! Mark your box with an initial, color, or shape of your choice. The game ends once all the dots are connected.


The Player with the Most Boxes Wins!

Going on a Road Trip?

Don’t Say It!

At the beginning of your road trip, choose 5 words that are not allowed to be said the entire journey! If someone says one of the words, they gain a point. When the ride is over, the person with the least amount of points is the winner!
SCAVENGER HUNT!
Search for the words in the list and circle them once you’ve found them.

BIRD
BUTTERFLY
CIRCLE
CLOUD
DICTIONARY
DOG
FLOWER
FRUIT
GLASSES
LEAF
LETTER
MUSHROOM
NEST
PINE CONE
RAINBOW
STAMP
UMBRELLA
WATER BOTTLE

KICK IT LIKE CLYDE
OBSTACLE COURSE!
Set up many cups randomly and create a pattern to follow around them. Run the pattern while dribbling the ball with your feet. Who can do it the fastest without losing their ball?

START

Now go on a photo scavenger hunt around your house and yard! Find and take a picture of every item!

FINISH